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T2. Dynamic Games, Learning and Distributed Optimization for Wireless Networks 

Abstract: 
While game theory has been recognized of being one of the dominant paradigms to analyze 
important problems like congestion, routing, spectrum auction, new areas of applications 
have appeared recently, which explains a recent surge of game theory in communication 
networks. 

Among the underlying key concepts we find the cognitive radio concept, the case of 
unlicensed bands, the case of decentralized or distributed wireless networks (e.g., ad hoc 
networks). When inspecting the corresponding literature, it appears that a significant part of 
the existing papers using game theory for communication problems is based on static (one -
shot) games and strong information and behavior assumptions and quite often exploit the 
Nash equilibrium notion. One of the purposes of this tutorial is to review the most basic 
game‐ theoretic notions which are commonly used in the wireless literature, emphasize their 
weaknesses, and provide alternative or more advanced notions to deal with typical wireless 
networks features (e.g, the time-varying nature of communication channels, limited channel 
state information, QoS constraints, network scalability aspects). More specifically, the 
emphasis would be on providing: 

 a significant number of possible (game) solution concepts; 

 a clear presentation on three classes of dynamic games (repeated games, stochastic 
games, difference games); 

 several classes of distributed algorithms related to game theory. 

One additional feature of this tutorial is that the presenter will strive to connect game theory 
to distributed optimization, learning algorithms to games, and game theory to communication 
theory. 
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